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1: Second grade Lesson Place Value Review | BetterLesson
Story time just got better with Prime Book Box, a subscription that delivers hand-picked children's books every 1, 2, or 3
months â€” at 40% off List Price.

Get all of our newest free resources directly to your inbox. It is designed to help you practice second grade
standards for computation. This 2nd Grade computation Review Game is designed to match our 2nd grade
computation math check. You will find the link for the coordinating math check at the bottom of this post.
This review game was created in the hopes of it fitting into classrooms across the nation regardless of your
standards. You can use this game as review for your students before a test. Or, use it in a third grade classroom
for a beginning of the year review. Problems for the following standards are included: Add and subtract within
Add and subtract within 1, Use models, drawings and strategies. Show fluency in solving addition and
subtraction facts. Solve real-world problems involving addition and subtraction within Understand the
commutative and associative property. Show that the order two numbers are added and how they are grouped
does not change the sum. Use addition to find the total number of objects arranged in rectangular arrays with
up to 5 rows and up to 5 columns. Write an equation to show the sum. This free math game we created has
been designed to touch upon each of the standards. Playing the Game Correct answers throughout the game
are praised with a praise slide! To play, students need to click on the apple on the first slide and they will be
taken to the first problem. When a problem is answered correctly, they will receive a slide giving them some
praise. Students click on the praise and are taken to the next problem. The game is created so that the final
slide is linked to return to the first slide. This will start your game. We have a commercial use license for
ourselves, you will just need to download the free version! You will find the coordinating second grade
computation check here:
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2: 2nd Grade Math Review - Factile Jeopardy Classroom Review Game
2nd Grade Review. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - 2nd Grade Review. Some of the worksheets displayed
are Practice book o, Ab2 gp pe tp cpy , Write how much in, Grade 2 end of the year test, Grade 2 reading
comprehension work, Vocabulary 2nd grade homophones,, Week 1 day 2.

Instapaper x While getting all of our curriculum lined up for the year can be overwhelming, sometimes putting
it all into practice can be equally as daunting. Choices that may have seemed great at the beginning of the year
might not pan out by the end of the year. This year Kaleb was still doing the bulk of his subjects with me,
although we were working on him being a little more independent in some subject areas. Working on All
About Homophones was more of an occasional lesson maybe five throughout the year based on what we were
learning about. The similar formats simplify the teaching and they streamline well together. This will
definitely be a program we use again next year. For those of you who know me well, you know that it is our
favorite homeschool spelling program , hands down! And the dog â€” yep. Ever since we brought her home,
that is where she likes to rest during school time, especially spelling! We did work through most of Picture
Smart Bible and at the end of the year switched over to Grapevine to work on a short lesson. Kaleb liked the
simpler pages for younger kids that Picture Smart Bible offers, but he really enjoys drawing, so Grapevine was
the best fit for him this year. The 90 Devotions for Kids is a perfect fit for our mornings and we ended up
purchasing the next devotion book because we loved it so much! We loved the Advent study from Ann
Voskamp â€” those coloring pages just seal the deal! Mystery of History 4 combined with Story of the World
4 ; Liberty Kids dvd series Although the lessons were longer in MOH 4 , the kids loved this year because we
were able to add in so many REAL videos from recent events and see pictures of things as they happened.
Kaleb really enjoys the coloring pages that go along with Mystery of History and is a stickler for getting those
finished each day. He meticulously saves each and every one of them! We did fill in here and there with Story
of the World, but primarily focused on Mystery of History. Kaleb also loves to embellish and add in his own
drawings art is another one of his favorite things , so there was a lot for him to work on this year and add in to
our lessons. That may be a period of history that I am rather fond of. We just did the lessons as they were
written in the book the same as they are on the CD-rom, and his math skills are off the charts. He loves
numbers â€” so fun to see his little brain at work. On to TT4 next year! Life of Fred Dogs â€” this is always a
fun filler for us. Kaleb just giggles when we pull out the book and we actually worked on Dogs and also
worked on Edgewood as well. Kaleb was able to work on this independently each day and still loves it, so we
will likely continue next year with it as well, because he loves the repetition. The pace for the year was 2 to 3
lessons a week, depending on how they wanted to work on the lessons. If we were in a groove, we kept going
with lessons! Reading All About Reading Level 2 and misc. This has been an area for me that has caused
much angst the past two years, but we are just working slowly and steadily, making sure he has a solid
foundation in all he is doing. He IS making improvement and beginning to enjoy it, which is so much of the
process. Next year we will move on to All About Reading 3. A Reason for Handwriting Level B Kaleb is
always quick to pull out his handwriting first thing note the pajamas above and get his handwriting done right
off the bat. In addition to working through A Reason for Handwriting Level B , he also wanted to work on
some cursive learning as well, so I found a few random workbook pages on our shelves from years gone by
that he could add in. It makes me laugh that he hates to write a four word sentence , but he is meticulous on his
handwriting sheet! This was one area that he was able to do mostly independently this year. When he was
ready to do a lesson usually once a week unless he asked to do more , I would pull out the supplies for him
and he would pop in the dvd from Home Art Studio and work through the lesson on his own. He amassed
quite the display wall throughout the year! Definitely planning to use it again next year with him, but the 3rd
grade program. Additional Learning One of the things that I really wanted to do this year for Kaleb was
intentionally add in learning time with Spielgaben.
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3: 2nd Grade Week in Review | Chestnut Hill Academy
Review of the entire second grade math curriculum. Kids will enjoy working on these mixed review pages. Great way to
keep practicing math skills.

Get all of our newest free resources directly to your inbox. It is designed to help you practice second grade
standards for number sense. You will find the link for the coordinating math check at the bottom of this post.
This review game was created in the hopes of it fitting into classrooms across the nation regardless of your
standards. You can use this game as review for your students before a test. Or, use it in a third grade classroom
for a beginning of the year review. Problems for the following standards are included: Count by ones, twos,
fives, tens and hundreds up to 1, Use words, models, standard form and expanded form to represent and show
equivalent forms of whole numbers up to 10, Read and write whole numbers up to 1, Write numbers using
words, models and expanded form. Plot and compare whole numbers up to 1, on a number line. Understand
that the three digits of a three-digit number represent an amount of hundreds, tens and ones. Match ordinal
numbers with a set of up to 30 items. Determine if a group of objects up to 20 has an odd or even number of
items. This free math game we created has been designed to touch upon each of the standards. Playing the
Game Correct answers throughout the game are praised with a praise slide! To play, students need to click on
the apple on the first slide and they will be taken to the first problem. When a problem is answered correctly,
they will receive a slide giving them some praise. Students click on the praise and are taken to the next
problem. The 2nd grade number sense review game is created so that the final slide is linked to return to the
first slide. This will start your game. We have a commercial use license for ourselves, you will just need to
download the free version! You will find the coordinating second grade number sense check here:
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4: Practice Telling Time | Worksheet | www.enganchecubano.com
This 2nd Grade computation Review Game is designed to match our 2nd grade computation math check. You will find
the link for the coordinating math check at the bottom of this post. This review game was created in the hopes of it fitting
into classrooms across the nation regardless of your standards.

Reddit Shares 2nd grade is a big year for us. Post sponsored by TestingMom. I had my son tested for gifted in
1st Grade. So he ended up with bad behavior. So here I sat, listening to the 1st Grade teacher explain that he
did not pass the gifted test. Then, I heard the silver lining. All of 2nd grade would be tested for gifted. We
have another chance. The whole 2nd grade class would be tested for gifted this year. This time, I promised that
we would be ready. We are preparing for 2nd grade gifted test with TestingMom. My son is reading at a
4th-5th grade level and already memorizing multiplication tables at the start of 2nd grade. Testing for gifted
may impact his whole educational future. So we joined TestingMom. This online resource gives parents and
children everything they need to excel at school starting at Pre-K through 8th grade. An easy-to-use online site
dedicated to helping parents and kids excel at test preparation on every level The only fully accredited test
prep program for students in Pre-K to 8th grade. Reviewed and accredited by National Council for Private
School Accreditation and by Accreditation International Individualized test prep and skill building â€” with
ability to focus on areas based on child struggles, test types such as IOWA, gifted, CogAT Test, and state
testing , and grade level Lots of parent resources Online and offline options â€” practice test questions with
printable tests at home or hone skills with online games and teaching tutorials Expert guidance â€”
TestingMom. Top memberships also include monthly S. For Kids I have seen my son grow leaps and bounds
in the short week that we have used TestingMom. TestingMom provides over , challenging questions,
interactive games and activities for the most popular tests given in our 50 states. Written Tests This has to be
hands-down my favorite part. There are tons of great written tests that can be printed, mirroring the same types
of tests my son would get in school. From math to reading, science to language arts, I have a huge selection of
tests that we can use at home or on-the-go. Your child will also gain access to current events, educational
videos and more â€” all curated for kids. Confidence Building The biggest takeaway from using TestingMom.
For Parents Education is not just for kids. That means that we need to have the tools to best teach our children.
A Wealth of Tools The explanations are great. The breakdown of tests is awesome. The experts on hand â€”
priceless. The site is easy to navigate and use, helping me to find the right tests for my son. As with any
important product for my family, I always want to try it out for myself first. Be sure to follow TestingMom.
What do you love about TestingMom. Be sure to follow Raising Whasians via Facebook , Twitter , Google ,
Instagram , Pinterest and YouTube for more of our family moments, recipes, kid crafts and travel tips.
Looking for more parenting tips?
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5: Free Second Grade Math Worksheets | www.enganchecubano.com
Review Game on Review of second grade English. Linked to PA state standards at the 1st - 2nd grade level.

In that post, I wrote about my plans for this year. I still recommend it, but having done it with my elder son, I
was ready for something new. I love these books! I have taken my time with them, letting him read each book
several times once per day , do one puzzle at the back of the book, and I also printed out the available
worksheet that they have on their website for each book. We begin each book by going over the sounds it
introduces. We have also been working in the 2nd grade Reading Star Wars workbook. Literature â€” My
second grader has listened to many books this year, including Blood on the River: All of those he listened to
with his brother. He loves them and always wants to do math first. Also, they were easy for him because I
started him in these books at a later age than his brother, and he had already done a lot of math with his
previous curriculum, Singapore. But we like Life of Fred much better. Our huge history timeline is filling up
with interesting points of history! We did watch plenty of science and nature documentaries , raised monarch
butterflies , expanded our garden, and continued to learn about birds. My 2nd grader is all about birds. We
started making bird journals together too! I will write more detailed posts when I feel like I have more to say
about it. We have been using Risas y Sonrisas , and I love it. Leading up to this trip, I spent a few weeks
teaching the boys about the Impressionist and Post-Impressionist artists as well as a few other artists whose
works were featured in that museum. I ordered several Chicago Institute of Art books from our state-wide
inter-library loan system. I wrote about his cello practice here. How is homeschooling going for you?
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6: Preparing for the 2nd Grade Gifted Test | TestingMom Review
Create engaging Jeopardy-style quiz games for the classroom in just minutes with Factile. It's free, easy and loads of
fun! Create your own or choose from , existing games and join over 1million users in countries worldwide!

Look for and make use of structure. Introducing the Word Value 10 minutes Today I want to help students
better understand the term value. MP6 refers to attending to precision and in this case, I want students to have
a precise understanding of a word that is frequently used in mathematics. I ask if anyone knows what it
means? We brainstorm a list of possible meanings. I record them for students to see. We talk about the
different meanings and settle on which one or ones refers to math. I ask students to record the word and its
meaning in their math journals. I want students to understand that value refers to what something is worth, or
how much an amount is worth. I know that we have not helped yet to understand how it applies to math, but
we have agreed on a definition that allows us to all be talking about the same thing. Now I invite students to
the rug to explain a new game that they will play. I tell them that I will explain the game and demonstrate it
before they play. I show students that today we will only use the cards 2, 4, 6, 8, and 0. We will remove all
other cards from the deck. We will play the game in groups of 3. Each group will have a game board, the 5
cards, and 3 colored chips. Next he turns over a playing card different from the number cards value cards. An
example might be if the value of your digit 4 is 4, you may move 4 spaces. If the value of your 4 is you may
move 2 spaces. If the value of your 4 is 40 you may move 1 space. If the value of your 4 is not here, stay
where you are. I ask a student to be my partner and we each take 2 turns playing the game together. I pick up
the cards, arrange them into 42, and read my number. I draw my card and it says if the 2 is in the thousands
place I may move 2 spaces. My 2 is there so I move 2 spaces. Now my partner repeats the process. I check for
understanding and then partner students up and provide them with the materials they will need for the game.
During the game I circulate around to check for understanding of the idea of the value of a number. If I find
students who are struggling, I help them to write out a 5 digit number in expanded form. They can then refer
to this as they think about what they have built. Playing the Game Independent Practice 15 minutes After
playing the game, I ask students to return to their desks. I place a deck of cards with numbers from 0 to 9 on
each set of desks. I ask each student to draw 4 or 5 cards, create a number as they had in the game, write the
number on their paper and then express it in expanded form. The numbers across the bottom add up to the
number at the top. I often refer to these as number mountains number mountain. I invite a student to come up
and show us how they would draw the cards, write the number and record it in expanded form. I check for
understanding and then let students work on their own. I circulate around the room to help students who may
be struggling, and to informally assess understanding.
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7: Reader Rabbit 2nd Grade Game Review
Second Grade in Review Homework Booklet prepares children for third grade with activities that review and reinforce
many of the concepts and skills taught in second grade. Reading, spelling, math, and social studies are just a few of the
topics children will brush up on while completing the entertaining activities in this book!

This is a room that you sleep in. A baseball player hits the ball out of the field. A game children might play
with a stone and chalked squares on the sidewalk that they have to jump. What is the contraction for do not?
What is the contraction for we are? What is the contraction for you will? What is the contraction for she is?
What is the contraction for would not? Kirsten is the main character in the story Kirsten is the main character
in the story Period. Put your books in your desk and get out your pencils Put your books in your desk and get
out your pencils Period. How much time is left before lunch How much time is left before lunch Question
Mark? What an awesome job you did What an awesome job you did Exclamation Point! What is an antonym
for different? What is the root word base word for hotter? What is the root word base word for unhappy? What
is the prefix for rebuild? What are 2 synonyms for beautiful? My pencil is dull. The heart beats rapidly when
you run. We pretend to be firemen climbing up the ladder. The light was dim. I wrote a story about an
imaginary place.
8: Review Game: 2nd Grade Computation - The Curriculum Corner
This FREE 2nd Grade Spiral Reading resource is perfect for Reading HOMEWORK, Reading MORNING WORK, or a
DAILY READING REVIEW! These on-level passages and text dependent questions build in complexity each week, as
more skills are introduced.

9: 2nd Grade Math | Khan Academy
2nd Grade Morning Work | 2nd Grade Spiral Review | 2nd Grade Homework - This FREE Common Core morning work
packet is the perfect way to start your class off with morning routines, while mega-learning is taking place at the same
time.
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